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The Original
American Snowshoe
Founded in 1906, Tubbs is the longest-standing snowshoe brand in
the world. Our experience, innovation and craftsmanship have guided
thousands of people on their winter adventures. Using the latest
technology, we strive to build upon this legacy and inspire confidence
in the everyday adventurer. No matter what path your journey leads
you down, rest assured Tubbs will be ready to take you there.
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SNOWSHOE CATEGORIES

F.A.C.T. PLATFORM

We categorize snowshoeing into three different
disciplines for the variety of terrain and snow conditions
on which we travel.

Designed to break trails and
get you to the peak, the
Backcountry category offers
our most aggressive traction
without sacrificing comfort
and control.
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The elements we account for when creating our
snowshoes are F.A.C.T. : Flotation, Articulation,
Control and Traction. These four elements are key in
constructing a functional, high quality snowshoe.

The snowshoes in the
Day Hiking category are
crafted to “do-it-all”.
From uphill climbing in
deep powder to cruising a
hard-packed path, these
snowshoes fit the bill for
all your winter journeys.

Designed to carry you over
level terrain and packed
snow, the Trail Walking
category is perfect for
beginning snowshoers or
seasoned hikers looking to
take in a full day on the
trails.

FLOTATION

ARTICULATION

CONTROL

TRACTION

Their ability to float on top of
the snow is the number one
benefit of snowshoes. Tubbs
designs snowshoe decks to
increase your movement
efficiency by reducing the
amount you sink into the snow
with each step. We’ve developed
various types of decks in
multiple sizes to optimize fit and
maneuverability.

The action of a snowshoe’s
articulation is felt with every
stride. It is the pivoting
technology where the binding
attaches to the frame of the
snowshoe. We strive to design
and develop articulation
systems that promote a natural,
flowing gait.

The control a user has over
the snowshoe is a product of
how their footwear interacts
with the binding. This aspect
is crucial in providing a safe,
fun experience on the trails.
Our bindings are engineered
and tested to ensure maximum
security, comfort and easeof-use.

Traction needs vary widely
with snow and trail conditions.
It is imperative that we take
this into consideration with
every snowshoe design. Our
traction rails and crampons
are engineered to provide the
necessary grip for the locations
and conditions of primary use.
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ANATOMY OF A SNOWSHOE
TUBULAR SNOWSHOES

FLEX SNOWSHOES

Tubbs traditional tubular snowshoes are a great option for those looking
to explore all the winter landscape has to offer. The soft step of aluminum
frames offers a quiet experience for nature lovers and people looking to get
away from it all. With a variety of sizes and traction options, everyone can
find the right fit to stay on top of the freshly fallen snow. Whether you are
searching for a mountain adventure or something to cruise around the local
trails, there is a tubular snowshoe for your.

Created to optimize traction, biomechanics and comfort, the FLEX Series
offers a modern take on snowshoes. Choose a FLEX snowshoe when
traction is the priority! Perfect for the summer hiker looking to extend
their season and tackle their favorite trails, when the snow starts falling.

FLOTATION
➊ FRAME

Durable 6000 Series aluminum frames are used on all tubular snowshoes
to ensure maximum in-field dependability. Every frame has a tapered tail
to optimize maneuverability and float.

FLOTATION
➊ FLEX DECK

Our advanced deck designs adapt to a variety of snow conditions underfoot.
The Flex Deck allows torsional articulation throughout the body of the
snowshoe, maximizing comfort and traction on uneven terrain.

➋ FLEX TAIL™

ARTICULATION

The patented FLEX Tail™ technology allows the snowshoes to roll naturally
underfoot, from heel strike to toe off. Absorbing shock from initial heel
impact the FLEX Tail™ reduces the amount of stress on ankles, knees and
hips.

➋ ARTICULATION

ARTICULATION

From our R2 Revolution Response, Rotation Toe Cord and Fixed Toe Cord
pivot systems, we have you covered for any variety of terrain.

CONTROL
➌ BINDING

Our binding designs are constantly evolving to improve stability, control
and comfort across all categories, each designed for specific trail needs.

➍ HEEL LIFT

All Backcountry and Day Hiking snowshoes come with a heel lift to help
you get uphill more efficiently and reduce calf strain.

TRACTION
➎ TOE CRAMPON
Designed to make you sure-footed on your trail of choice.

➏ HEEL CRAMPON

Provides additional grip and serves as a brake to prevent you from sliding
backwards.
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➌ ARTICULATION

Our Rotation Toe Cord with Rotation Limiter, and Fixed Toe Cord pivot
systems have you covered for any variety of terrain and snow conditions.

CONTROL
➍ BINDING

Our binding designs are constantly evolving to improve stability, control
and comfort across all categories, each designed for specific trail needs.

➎ HEEL LIFT

All Backcountry and Day Hiking snowshoes come with a heel lift to help
you get uphill more efficiently and reduce calf strain.

TRACTION
➏ CRAMPON

Designed to make you sure-footed on your trail of choice.

➐ TRACTION RAILS

Traction Rails on all FLEX Series snowshoes ensure superior side-hill grip in
hard-packed and icy conditions.
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Designed to break trails and
get you to the peak, the
Backcountry category offers
our most aggressive traction
without sacrificing comfort
and control.

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

MOUNTAINEER

FLEX VRT

FLEX ALP

Easily access the backcountry with the Mountaineer. The ActiveFit™ 2.0
binding and snow-shredding Anaconda™ crampon give the Mountaineer
the go anywhere, do-anything versatility you need to reach for the peaks or
explore uncharted terrain.

The FLEX VRT was designed to deliver premium performance for backcountry
exploration. The DynamicFit 2.0™ binding with the Boa® Closure System
produces evenly distributed tension around your boot for ultimate precision.
The FLEX Tail™ design eases stress on your joints, allowing you to reach the
summit.

The FLEX ALP ups the ante for backcountry enthusiasts with micro-serrated
3D-Curved Traction Rails, the Viper 2.0 toe crampon and the Active Fit™
2.0 binding. The new cinch binding strap provides comfort and support with an
easy entry and exit. The Torsion Deck design reduces stress on your joints while
creating a natural stride even through steep, icy terrain.

Men’s Available Sizes: 24”, 28” (XL)
Men’s Weight/Pair: 4.5 lbs / 2.03 kg (24”)
Women’s Available Sizes: 22”
Women’s Weight/Pair: 4.0 lbs / 1.84 kg
Frame and Decking: Torsion Deck™, FLEX Tail
Articulation: Rotation Limiter
Control: DynamicFit 2.0™ Binding
Traction: Viper 2.0™ Toe Crampon, 3D-Curved Traction Rails
Other: ActiveLift™ 19° Heel Lift, EZ Heel Buckle

Men’s Available Sizes: 24”, 28” (XL)
Men’s Weight/Pair: 4.6 lbs / 2.08 kg (24”)
Women’s Available Sizes: 22”
Women’s Weight/Pair: 4.1 lbs / 1.88 kg
Frame and Decking: Torsion Deck™, FLEX Tail™
Articulation: Rotation Limiter
Control: ActiveFit 2.0™ Binding
Traction: Viper 2.0™ Toe Crampon, 3D-Curved Traction Rails
Other: ActiveLift™ 19° Heel Lift, EZ Heel Buckle

Men’s Available Sizes: 25”, 30”, 36”
Men’s Weight/Pair: 4.9 lbs / 2.24 kg (25”)
Women’s Available Sizes: 21”, 25”, 30”
Women’s Weight/Pair: 4.8 lbs / 2.16 kg (25”)
Frame and Decking: Pro-Step™ Frame, Soft-Tec™ Decking
Articulation: R2™ Revolution Response
Control: ActiveFit 2.0™ Binding
Traction: Anaconda™ Toe Crampon, Python™ Heel Crampon
Other: ActiveLift™ 19° Heel Lift, EZ Heel Buckle

￥36,300
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MEN’S

￥33,000

￥29,700
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The snowshoes in the
Day Hiking category are
crafted to “do-it-all”.
From uphill climbing in
deep powder to cruising a
hard-packed path, these
snowshoes fit the bill for all
your winter journeys.

MEN’S

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

NEW

PANORAMIC

WILDERNESS

FLEX RDG

FLEX TRK

The Panoramic delivers optimal flotation in deep snow, while the
DynamicFit 2.0™ binding with Boa® Closure System provides an
uncompromised precision fit. The Panoramic’s Cobra traction grips
icy, variable terrain with ease, so you can always reach the best
view on the trail.

With the same reliable traction as the Panoramic, the Wilderness
includes the 180™ Pro binding, which provides pressure-free
comfort and warmth. This snowshoe is the perfect blend of
technology, comfort, and convenience. There’s no adventure it
can’t tackle!

Designed to perform in a wide variety of all-mountain terrain, the FLEX RDG
features our easy-to-use CustomWrap 2.0™ binding with Boa® Closure
System. It’s our only binding that incorporates the heel-strap into the Boa®
Closure creating an exceptional full-foot precision fit with the turn of a dial.

This multi-purpose snowshoe features the streamlined 180™EZ binding that
offers effortless and comfortable movement. With traction rails and the Tubbs
toe crampon, the FLEX TRK is for those looking to get into snowshoeing.

Men’s Available Sizes: 25”, 30”, 36”
Men’s Weight/Pair: 4.4 lbs / 1.98 kg (25”)
Women’s Available Sizes: 21”, 25”, 30”
Women’s Weight/Pair: 4.3 lbs /1.94 kg (25”)
Frame and Decking: Fit-Step™ 2.0 Frame, Soft-Tec™ Decking
Articulation: R2™ Revolution Response
Control: DynamicFit 2.0™ Binding
Traction: Cobra™ Toe Crampon, Tubbs Heel Crampon
Other: ActiveLift™ 16° Heel Lift, EZ Heel Buckle

Men’s Available Sizes: 25", 30", 36”
Men’s Weight/Pair: 4.3 lbs / 1.96 kg (25”)
Women’s Available Sizes: 21", 25" , 30”
Women’s Weight/Pair: 4.3 lbs /1.93 kg (25”)
Frame and Decking: Fit-Step 2.0™ Frame, Soft-Tec™ Decking
Articulation: Rotating Toe Cord with Rotation Limiter
Control: 180™Pro Binding
Traction: Cobra™ Toe Crampon, Tubbs Heel Crampon
Other: ActiveLift™ 16° Heel Lift, EZ Heel Buckle

￥33,000
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WOMEN’S

￥26,400

Men’s Available Sizes: 24”
Men’s Weight/Pair: 3.9 lbs / 1.79 kg
Women’s Available Sizes: 22”
Women’s Weight/Pair: 3.5 lbs / 1.59 kg
Frame and Decking: Torsion Deck™, FLEX Tail™
Articulation: Rotation Limiter
Control: CustomWrap 2.0™ Binding
Traction: Traction Rails, Tubbs Toe Crampon
Other: ActiveLift™ 16° Heel Lift

￥25,300

Men’s Available Sizes: 24”
Men’s Weight/Pair: 4.0 lbs / 1.82 kg
Women’s Available Sizes: 22”
Women’s Weight/Pair: 3.5 lbs / 1.60 kg
Frame and Decking: Torsion Deck™, FLEX Tail™
Articulation: Rotation Limiter
Control: 180™ EZ Binding
Traction: Traction Rails, Tubbs Toe Crampon
Other: ActiveLift™ 16° Heel Lift

￥19,800
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Designed to carry you over
level terrain and packed
snow, the Trail Walking
category is perfect for
beginning snowshoers or
seasoned hikers looking to
take in a full day on the trails.
MEN’S

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

NEW

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

WAYFINDER

FRONTIER

XPLORE

FLEX ESC

FLEX STP

Perfect for snow-covered meadows or golf courses. The
Wayfinder’s easy-to-use CustomWrap 2.0™ binding with Boa®
Closure System will get you on the trail in no time. With the heelstrap incorporated into the Boa® Closure, the CustomWrap 2.0™
delivers a full-coverage fit with a simple click and twist.

An incredible value for trail blazers and families alike, the
Frontier features the 180™EZ Binding for superior ease-of-use
and comfort. The Frontier’s lightweight design delivers efficient
performance for packed trails.

The best way to start snowshoeing! The Xplore is the lightweight
answer for the value-conscious customer experiencing
snowshoeing for the first time. It has similar traction to the
Wayfinder and the intuitive QuickPull™ Binding slides easily to
cinch and unlocks with one push of a lever.

For new snowshoers and those looking for added support on their
excursions, the FLEX ESC features the comfortable Torsion
Deck™ frame, with the added benefit of a heel lift bar. This
snowshoe enhances a natural gait at an affordable price. Perfect
for those getting out on snowshoes for the first time.

Men’s Available Sizes: 25”, 30”, 36”
Weight/Pair: 3.6 lbs / 1.64 kg (25”)
Women’s Available Sizes: 21”, 25”
Weight/Pair: 3.5 lbs / 1.62 kg (25”)
Frame and Decking: Fit-Step 2.0™ Frame, Soft-Tec™ Decking
Articulation: Rotating Toe Cord
Control: CustomWrap 2.0™ Binding
Traction: Recreational Toe and Heel Crampons

Men’s Available Sizes: 25”, 30”, 36”
Weight/Pair: 3.9 lbs / 1.77 kg (25”)
Women’s Available Sizes: 21”, 25”, 30”
Weight/Pair: 3.8 lbs / 1.74 kg (25”)
Frame and Decking: Fit-Step™ Frame, Soft-Tec™ Decking
Articulation: Rotating Toe Cord
Control: 180™EZ Binding
Traction: Recreational Toe and Heel Crampons

Men’s Available Sizes: 25”, 30”
Weight/Pair: 3.6 lbs / 1.61 kg (25”)
Women’s Available Sizes: 21”, 25”
Weight/Pair: 3.6 lbs / 1.62 kg (25”)
Frame and Decking: Fit-Step™ Frame, Soft-Tec™ Decking
Articulation: Rotating Toe Cord
Control: QuickPull™ Binding
Traction: Recreational Toe and Heel Crampons

Men’s Available Sizes: 24”, 28” (XL)
Weight/Pair: 3.8 lbs / 1.72 kg (24”)
Women’s Available Sizes: 22”
Weight/Pair: 3.6 lbs / 1.64 kg
Frame and Decking: Torsion Deck™, FLEX Tail™
Articulation: Rotation Limiter
Control: QuickPull™ Binding
Traction: Traction Rails and Tubbs Toe Crampon
Other: Heel Lift 16º

Designed for new snowshoers or those looking for a casual day out
on the trails. The FLEX STP offers a supportive and comfortable
Torsion Deck™ and FLEX Tail™ design, with reliable Traction Rails
to keep footing secure throughout the hike. This shoe is the perfect
opportunity for value-conscious buyers to enjoy the FLEX™ Series
frames at an affordable price.

￥25,300
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WOMEN’S

NEW

￥22,000

￥17,600

￥17,600

Men’s Available Sizes: 24”, 28” (XL)
Weight/Pair: 3.5 lbs / 1.59 kg (24”)
Women’s Available Sizes: 22”
Weight/Pair: 3.3 lbs / 1.52 kg
Frame and Decking: Torsion Deck™, FLEX Tail™
Articulation: Rotation Limiter
Control: QuickPull™ Binding
Traction: Traction Rails and Tubbs Toe Crampon

￥15,400
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NEW

FLEX HKE

GLACIER

STORM

FLEX JR

SNOWGLOW

Designed for those who have outgrown traditional
kids’ snowshoes but aren’t ready to step into a fullsize adult model. The FLEX HKE features traction
rails that keep snowshoes steady on icy slopes and
variable terrain, and a Torsion Deck™ providing
optimal flotation. A simple QuickLock™ binding
rounds out the design, making the HKE ready for
anything.

The Glacier is sure to please “tweeners” headed
on adventures with the family. This snowshoe
has a tight frame shape to accommodate a
narrower stance. A fixed toe cord helps the
snowshoes stay close underfoot, providing
improved maneuverability through the snow.

The Storm is a true kid-friendly model, boasting
a tapered frame shape and QuickLock™
binding. This unisex snowshoe might look like
mom and dad’s, but it’s built to accommodate a
small stance, with a buckle that makes getting
in and out a whole lot easier.

The FLEX JR brings the award-winning FLEX Tail™
design to kids ages 6-10. The simple QuickLock™
binding-with its easy-stretch heel strap enables
kids to take control.

More fun with every step! The SnowGlow
features flashing LED lights that activate with
each stride. In addition to the MotionBright™
lighting system, the simple QuickLock™ binding
provides easy on/off, while molded traction rails
promote safe winter exploration.

The perfect snowshoe for kids ages 4-8. The
QuickLock binding is secure and comfortable
while providing easy on and off for kids and
parents alike. There is plenty of traction for a fun
day in the snow. Just add snacks and adventure
awaits!

Available Sizes: 21”
Recommended Ages: 10-15
Weight/Pair: 2.6 lbs / 1.16 kg
Recommended shoe size: Jr. 3 - Men’s 9
Frame and Decking: Fit-Step™ Frame, SoftTec™ Decking
Control: QuickLock™ Binding
Traction: Recreational Toe and Heel Crampon

Available Sizes: 19”
Recommended Ages: 6-10
Weight/Pair: 2.2lbs /1.00 kg
Recommended shoe size: Youth 11 - Men’s 4
Control: QuickLock™ Binding
Traction: Recreational Toe and Heel Crampon

Available Sizes: 16”
Recommended Ages: 4-8
Weight/Pair: 1.6lbs /0.73 kg
Recommended shoe size: Youth 11 - Men’s 4
Other: MotionBright™ Lighting System

Available Sizes: 16”
Recommended Ages: 4-8
Weight/Pair: 1.4 lbs /0.66 kg
Recommended shoe size: Youth 11 - Men’s 4

Available Sizes: 22”
Recommended Ages: 13-18
Weight/Pair: 3.3 lbs / 1.52 kg
Recommended shoe size: Jr. 3 - Men’s 9
Frame and Decking: Torsion Deck™, FLEX Tail™
Articulation: Rotation Limiter
Control: QuickLock™ Binding
Traction: Traction Rails and Tubbs Toe Crampon
Other: ActiveLift™ 16° Heel Lift

￥12,100

Available Sizes: 17”
Recommended Ages: 6-10
Weight/Pair: 2.1 lbs /.97 kg
Recommended shoe size: Youth 11 - Men’s 4
Frame and Decking: Torsion Deck™, FLEX Tail™
Articulation: Rotation Limiter
Control: QuickLock™ Binding
Traction: Traction Rails and Tubbs Toe Crampon

￥8,800

SNOWBALL

￥6,600
￥7,700

SNOWFLAKE
Designed for our youngest explorers,
the SnowFlake is a great introduction to
snowshoeing. It's fun design features an easy
2-step binding and, best of all, a sticker pack
for boys and girls to customize their shoes.
Available Sizes: 14”
Recommended Ages: 3-6
Weight/Pair: 1.3 lbs / 0.60 kg
Recommended shoe size: < Youth 11
Other: Sticker Pack for Custom Snowflakes!

￥6,600

￥13,200

￥13,200
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FRONTIER

●

●

XPLORE

●
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●

●

●

FLEX HKE

●

●

SNOWFLAKE

YOUTH
WOMEN

TRACTION RAILS

RECREATIONAL HEEL CRAMPON

RECREATIONAL CRAMPON

TUBBS HEEL CRAMPON

TUBBS TOE CRAMPON

PYTHON™ HEEL CRAMPON

VIPER™ 2.0 TOE CRAMPON

ANACONDA™ TOE CRAMPON

COBRA™ TOE CRAMPON

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

● ●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

● ●

●

● ●

●

●

●

●

●

EU SHOE SIZE

SIZE

< Youth 11

< Youth 28

14”

Youth 11 - Men’s 4

28 - 36

16”

19”

Youth 11 - Men’s 4

28 - 36

17”

Jr. 3 - Men’s 9

36 - 43

21”

Jr. 3 - Men’s 9

36 - 43

22”

6 - 11

28 - 36

19”

6 - 11

36 - 43

22”

6 - 11

36 - 43

21”
30”

6 - 11

36 - 43

8 - 13

40 - 47

25”

8 - 13

40 - 47

30”

8 - 13

40 - 47

24”

8 - 13

40 - 47

36”

8 - 13

40 - 47

28”

TUBULAR SIZING

●

●

US SHOE SIZE

28 - 36

USER WEIGHT*

● ●
●

FLEX SIZING
SIZE

SIZING CHART: WEIGHT

● ●

●

SNOWGLOW & SNOWBALL

●

●

●

FLEX JR

●
●

EU SHOE SIZE

Youth 11 - Men’s 4

● ●

FLEX STP

●

●
●

●

FLEX ESC

STORM

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

FLEX TRK

HEEL LIFT

a

●

FLEX RDG

GLACIER

QUICKLOCK™ BINDING

QUICKPULL™ BINDING

180™ EZ BINDING

180™ EZ PRO BINDING

CUSTOM WRAPP 2.0™ BOA® BINDING

DYNAMIC FIT 2.0™ BOA® BINDING

ACTIVE FIT™ 2.0

FIXED TOE CORD

●
●

●

●

● ●

MEN

●

TUBULAR SIZING
US SHOE SIZE

●
●

FLEX SIZING
SIZE

USER WEIGHT*
< 50 lbs

YOUTH

●
●

SIZING CHART: SHOE SIZE

WOMEN

●
●

SIZING CHART

CRAMPON

●

FLEX VRT

WILDERNESS

ROTATING TOE CORD

ROTATING TOE CORD w/ROTATION
LIMITER

R2™ w/ROTATION LIMITER

FLEX DECK™

●

BINDING

MEN

DAY HIKING

ARTICULATION

FLEX ALP

WAYFINDER

TRAIL WALKING

FIT-STEP™ FRAME

●

FIT-STEP™ 2.0 FRAME

SNOWSHOE
MOUNTAINEER

PANORAMIC

YOUTH

FRAME

PRO-STEP™ FRAME

BACKCOUNTRY

CATEGORY

TECHNOLOGY MATRIX

SIZE

< 23 kg

14”/16”
19”

40 - 90 lbs

18 - 41 kg

19”

40 - 90 lbs

18 - 41 kg

80 - 150 lbs

36 - 68 kg

21”

80 - 150 lbs

36 - 68 kg

21”

80 - 150 lbs

36 - 68 kg

21”

80 - 160 lbs

36 - 73 kg

22”

120 - 200 lbs

54 - 91 kg

25”

120 - 200 lbs

55 - 91 kg

24”

170 - 250 lbs

77 - 114 kg

30”

> 190 lbs

>86 kg

28”

120 - 200 lbs

54 - 91 kg

25”

80 - 160 lbs

36 - 73 kg

22”

170 - 250 lbs

77 - 114 kg

30”

120 - 200 lbs

55 - 91 kg

24”

220 - 300 lbs

100 - 136 kg

36”

> 190 lbs

> 86 kg

28”

*User weight includes weight of gear.
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TUBBS TECHNOLOGY
FRAMES AND DECKING
The Pro-Step™ frame combines a continuous frame bend with a
longer, lower rise for improved flotation. The lower height nose
packs easily, while the tail bend reduces impact on your joints.
The innovative, upturned tail of the aluminum Fit-Step™ frame
provides biomechanical benefits, reducing muscular skeletal
impact on hip, knee and ankle joints by 10%.*
SoftTec™ decking provides durable, lightweight flotation and has a
smooth, soft texture.
The patented FLEX Tail™ technology allows the snowshoe to roll
more naturally from heel to toe. The FLEX Tail™ absorbs shock
from the heel strike, reducing the amount of stress on joints.
Tubbs’ advanced Torsion Deck™ allows torsional articulation throughout
the body of the snowshoe, enhancing traction, preserving your natural
gait, and improving comfort on uneven terrain.

ARTICULATION SYSTEMS
R2™ delivers shock-absorbing lateral flex and quick sidehill
responsiveness while maintaining a natural foot position. Full step
rotation also sheds snow and allows the toe crampon to bite deeply.

ROTATION LIMITER

The Rotating Toe Cord design enables the tail of the snowshoe to
drop, shedding snow and reducing cardio-respiratory strain by 7%*,
while a Rotation Limiter prevents over-rotation.
The Rotating Toe Cord design enables the tail of the snowshoe
to drop, shedding snow. When weighted, the teeth on the toe
traction underfoot bite deeply into the snow.
The Fixed Toe Cord pivot system is efficient for flat and rolling
terrain with packed snow conditions. It also keeps the snowshoe
close to the foot for quick turnover.

TRACTION
The razor-sharp, carbon steel Anaconda™ toe crampon has eight
teeth, providing constant contact and penetration in all types of
terrain.
The carbon steel Cobra™ toe crampon, located under the ball of
the foot, provides constant contact in variable snow conditions. It's
jagged tooth construction improves grip on packed snow and ice.
The Viper™ 2.0 carbon steel toe crampon’s jagged tooth construction
maximizes weighted traction and responsiveness. The aggressive
tangs in the crampon deliver an added degree of security on variable
snow.
Our Recreational series of carbon steel toe and heel crampons
feature front and rear braking teeth for secure uphill, downhill and
sidehill grip on packed snow conditions.
The aggressive Python™ heel crampon, centered under the boot,
delivers enhanced downhill braking traction.
The Traction Rails ensure superior sidehill grip in hard-packed and
icy conditions.

BINDINGS

OTHER

The ActiveFit™ 2.0 binding features a TPU cinch strap for ease of
entry, control and support while staying secure. Advantages of the
TPU cinch straps is that it decreases friction and ice build up. To
release the binding, just pull up on the strap. The EZ Heel
Buckle provides single-handed convenience while ensuring all-day comfort.

Designed to make steep ascents easier, the ActiveLift™ heel lift
reduces calf fatigue and Achilles tendon strain and can be easily
pulled up and down. The 19° Backcountry heel lift is ideal for
extreme ascents, while the 16° Day Hiking version is designed for
moderate terrain.

The DynamicFit™ 2.0 binding integrates the Boa® Closure
System with the comfort of EVA foam, providing even pressure
distribution around your boot and precise fit with optimized
control. Releasing the binding is as simple as pulling up on the
Boa® dial.

Tubbs was the first company to manufacture gender-specific
snowshoes and remains committed to an ergonomics-first approach
when designing all of our products. The women’s-specific snowshoes
are lighter in weight, feature ergonomically-tapered frames for an
easier stride and offer bindings sized and scaled for a woman’s boot.

Featuring the Boa® Closure System, the innovative and quickto-secure CustomWrap™ 2.0 binding provides optimal fit,
comfort and ease of use, encompassing your foot with the simple
twist of a dial.

Flashing LED lights with every step! Motion-activated
LED lights create excitement to get outside. Battery included
and replaceable.

Our most robust 180™ Series binding, the 180™ Pro, features
rigid Control Wings™, a locking heel strap and a padded upper for
pressure-free comfort and added warmth.
The streamlined 180™EZ binding features a simple, one buckle
tightening mechanism, coupled with easy-to-use Control Wings™
and a heel strap for efficient, lightweight support.
An intuitive forefoot strap on the QuickPull™ binding cinches
easily and unlocks with one buckle push. The pivoting toe stop
allows for speedy adjustments and Control Wings™ keep your
heel aligned.
The QuickLock™ binding features a simple tightening and locking
buckle that slides easily to lock and stays snug around the boot,
providing security and comfort.

* According to a study conducted by Ray Browning, Ph.D. (Colorado State University)
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MEN’S

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

MEN’S
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